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Presentation Notes
Good morning!  My name is Tom Sarkus.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I work for the National Energy Technology Laboratory, or NETL.  NETL is one the national laboratories owned by the U.S. Department of Energy, or DOE.  Specifically, NETL is the lead laboratory for DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy, with primary responsibility for coal, oil & natural gas technology research & development, or R&D.  NETL maintains R&D laboratory facilities in Albany, OR; Morgantown, WV; & Pittsburgh, PA; as well as project management offices in Sugar Land, TX (oil & gas) & Fairbanks, AK (arctic energy issues).  Here are aerial views of NETL’s Albany, Morgantown & Pittsburgh laboratory sites.NETL has the longest history of any DOE laboratory, stretching back over 100 years.  The lab has made significant contributions to coal mine safety (though we no longer perform mining R&D), synthetic fuels technology, shale gas development, and air pollution control.  Today, much of our research focuses on CO2 capture & geologic storage as a means of mitigating climate change concerns.



Teach oneself by exploring the old and 
deducing the new 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
America’s greatest contribution to Chinese cuisine is something called a fortune cookie.  It’s a small cookie that contains a strip of paper with words of wisdom.  Chinese restaurants in America give each diner a fortune cookie at the end of every meal. A couple of weeks ago, I had lunch in a Chinese restaurant back in the United States, while preparing this talk.  At the end of the meal, I was handed my bill, along with a fortune cookie.  Inside the cookie, the fortune read “Teach oneself by exploring the old and deducing the new.”  I decided to make that the theme of this talk on ‘lessons learned’.According to philosopher George Santayana, “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”  With regard to the future, I don’t really believe in making predictions.  But, if you study the past and carefully observe the present time, then you can sometimes avoid common problems or mistakes, and even identify ongoing trends that may persist for at least a little while into the future.
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Presentation Notes
This chart portrays the Research, Development & Demonstration (RD&D) pipeline.  Demonstration projects are the largest and most expensive part of this technology evolution process.  So, DOE requires greater private sector cost share for major demonstrations, typically 50% or more, compared to 20% for smaller R&D projects.According to the Breakthrough Institute, R&D projects must navigate a technological ‘valley of death’, while demonstration projects must navigate a commercial ‘valley of death’.  In other words, financial and commercial matters are the main differentiator between success and failure for major demonstrations, because you should have already solved most technical issues by the time you’re ready for demonstration.Of course, the big exception to that is the technical risk of integrating a technology (or 2 or 3 or 4) with the multiplicity of systems that are required to make electricity cleanly in a commercially operational power plant. [Wabash & Tampa v. Pinon.]  In R&D, you focus mainly on the system that you’re developing, whether that is a new combustor, a gasifier, or a scrubber.  In demonstration, you focus on integrating that system and making it compatible with all of the other systems in an operating plant.Achieving commercialization isn’t just about having the best technology.  It’s also about project management, maintaining cost & schedule, teaming with multiple people & organizations to field a depth of capabilities, and recognizing that your skill mix needs to change & adapt as your technology scales-up with ever-more complex projects.  Teamwork & good communications are required for any project, but are absolutely essential for demonstrations.   [Note re: wisdom of < 50% DOE cost share.]
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1Bezdek, R. (2010). Costs and Benefits of DOE Investments in Clean Coal Technology: Implications for CCS. Presented at the Washington Coal Club, Washington, D.C., retrieved from 
www.washingtoncoalclub.org/docs/20100720_Bezdek.ppt. 2Newell, R. (2011). Shale Gas and the Outlook for US Natural Gas Markets and Global Gas Resources. 3Koottungal, L. (2010). 2010 
Worldwide EOR Survey. Oil & Gas Journal, 108(14), 41–53. 4http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/ewr/mercury/pubs/NETLHgR_Darticlefuelprocessingnov09.pdf. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the benefits of DOE’s Fossil Energy RD&D programs, as calculated by independent third-parties such as the National Research Council, which  consists of the National Academy of Science and the National Academy of Engineering.I’m proud to say that the benefits in the first three columns are largely the result of Fossil Energy’s demonstration programs.  We’ve generated a $13 return for every $1 spent.



• Pulverized Coal (PC) Boilers 
– Commercialized in 1920s-1930s 
– Approximately 5000 units operating world-wide; 1100 in US 
– Unit sizes up to ~ 1300 MWe 

 
• Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) Boilers 

– Commercialized in 1970s-1980s 
– Approximately 500 units operating world-wide; 150 in US (most small) 
– Unit sizes up to ~ 600 MWe 

 
• Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Power Plants 

– Commercialized in 1980s-1990s 
– 9 coal-based units operating world-wide; 4 in US 
– Unit sizes up to ~ 300 MWe 

Comparison of Coal-Based Power Generation 
Platform Technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide places Pulverized Coal (PC), Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) and Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle (IGCC) technologies in similar context.PC technology is mature and well understood, having been utilized in thousands of units (some very large) for more than 80 years.  FBC is a little newer, less pervasive, and implemented mostly at smaller scale; but, it offers a tremendous level of fuel flexibility.  We need that fuel flexibility from the standpoints of economics and energy security.  And IGCC is even newer and less common than FBC.While FBC offers great flexibility regarding input fuels, gasification and IGCC in combination with polygeneration offers great flexibility in output product slates.



• Advanced SO2 Scrubbers (or Flue Gas Desulfurization, FGD) 
– Pure Air (Bailly), CT-121 (Yates) & S-H-U (Milliken/Cayuga) 

• NOx Control Technologies 
– SCR, SNCR, Low-NOx burners (consider UBC), Reburning 

• Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) 
– HAPs testing on 10 projects; led to R&D focus on Hg emissions 

• Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) 
– Fuel flexibility; can handle even waste coal 

• Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle (IGCC) 
– Wabash River, Tampa/Polk & Kemper (in construction) 

• Carbon Capture & Geologic Storage (currently in progress) 
– 8 active major demonstration projects currently in progress 

Some Demonstration Program Successes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To me, the phrase “clean coal technology” means any technology that allows us to use coal more cleanly.  Clean Coal actually refers to a suite of technologies, ranging from emissions control technologies for existing plants to new power generation technologies.Here are some of the technology demonstration success stories that I’ve had the privilige of working on at DOE.



Evolution of Air Pollution Controls 

Particulate 
Matter 
1950s-1960s 
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2010s 

Carbon Dioxide 
2010s-2020s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I grew up in a small town called Donora, PA.  Some of you know that Donora was an industrial, steelmaking town in the Monongahela River valley that suffered a severe air inversion 1n 1948 that caused several fatalities.  The Donora smog, along with a similarly fatal smog event in London, England in 1952, catalyzed the regulation of air pollution and the creation of the air pollution control industry.Here’s a timeline showing the rather sequential application of air pollution controls in the United States.  It began with smog or particulate matter controls in the 1950s & 1960s, progressing in a somewhat sequential manner to sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and, soon, mercury emissions.As a researcher, my job is to anticipate regulations far enough ahead of time, so that we can develop a portfolio of technologies that are ready to deploy when we need them.  We can’t really wait until regulations are enacted before we begin to do the research.  So, it should come as no surprise, then, that carbon dioxide emissions are being debated vigorously in the policy arena today and studied exhaustively by the scientific and engineering communities.The volumes of CO2 that will likely be controlled are two orders of magnitude higher than for SO2.



DOE Fossil Energy Demonstration Programs 

Clean Coal Technology (CCT) 
• 5 funding rounds, 1986-93 
• 211 proposals → 60 selected → 50 

agreements awarded → 33 projects 
completed 

• $3.26B; 40% DOE/60% Industry 
 
Power Plant Improvement Initiative 

(PPII) 
• 1 funding round, 2001 
• 24 proposals → 8 selected → 5 

agreements awarded →4 projects 
completed 

• $68M; 43% DOE/57% Industry 

Clean Coal Power Initiative(CCPI) 
• 3 funding rounds, 2002-09 
• 98 proposals → 18 selected → 12 

agreements awarded → 4 
completed + 4 active projects 

• $8.2B ; 16% DOE/84% Industry 
 

FutureGen 2.0 
• $1.65B; 64% DOE/36% Industry 

 
Industrial Carbon Capture & Storage 

(ICCS) Area 1 
• 1 funding round, 2009 
• 36 proposals → 13 selected → 11 

Phase 1 agreements awarded → 3 
active Phase 2 projects 

• $1.08B; 64% DOE/36% Industry 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some basic numbers for the five major demonstration programs that NETL has implemented for DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy since the 1980s.  I must admit that memorizing numbers and reciting statistics are not my strengths.  Rather, I am more of a problem solver and trouble shooter within NETL and DOE.All told, DOE has conducted 10 competitive funding rounds under these demonstration programs.  [FutureGen 2.0 was awarded non-competitively under the American Recovery & Reinvestment Act of 2009.]  For all 10 rounds, the selection ratios have ranged from about 1:3 to about 1:5.



Advanced Pollution Controls 
• Installed on 75% of U.S. coal plants 
• 1/2 to 1/10 cost of older systems 

Emissions Control & Efficiency Improvements 
Notable CCT Program Successes 

Jacksonville CFBC Wabash IGCC 

HAPS & Hg Data 
• Quantified Hazardous Air Pollutant 

(HAPs) Levels 
• Basis for Mercury (Hg) Regulations 

$ 

Time 

Advanced Coal Power Systems 
• First large (265 MW) Circulating Fluidized 

Bed Combustion (CFBC) power plant 
• Two “super-clean” Integrated Gasification 

Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plants 

Flue Gas 
Desulfurization (FGD) 

Scrubbers 

Low-NOx  Burners 

Tampa IGCC 
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Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the major success stories that have come from DOE’s Clean Coal Technology, or CCT, demonstration program.  We made significant contributions toward resolving the problem of acid rain through the commercialization of advanced SO2 scrubbers, low-NOx burners, and selective catalytic and non-catalytic reduction.  We helped to pioneer fluidized bed combustion and integrated gasification combined-cycle.  And we conducted extensive demonstration-scale emissions testing at 10 project sites to identify mercury as the toxic of greatest concern for consuming scarce R&D budget dollars.  [Story re: lit. values; $10M testing < $Billions.]Taken together, these accomplishments have removed millions of tons of SO2 and NOx, and reduced compliance costs by billions of dollars.Today, we’re focusing on demonstrations that feature carbon capture and geologic storage, as a means of mitigating climate change concerns.  



• Technology performance often degrades, with scale-up 
 

• Baseline technologies usually improve, over time 
 

• Project finance, cost, schedule ≈ Technical considerations 
 

• “Build a better mousetrap, and the world will beat a path to 
your door” – not necessarily true! 
 

• Coal usage & environmental protection are not mutually 
exclusive 

Some Lessons Learned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, what have I learned?  First, that technology performance often declines with scale-up.  There can be many reasons for this.  (For example, bench-scale laboratory units are generally overseen by PhD or Master’s level scientists & engineers in lab coats; commercial-scale plants introduce many more sources of possible error.)Second, benchmarking a new technology against an existing commercial process and assuming the new technology will improve whereas the old commercial technology cannot is a bad assumption.  The baseline technology is likely to improve over time, even if via a series of step-wise, incremental improvements.Third, finance, cost, schedule & finance are as important as technological considerations.  Twenty-five years ago, cost & finance were deemed to be of relatively minor importance.  Their importance has increased steadily over time.  Today, project finance, cost & schedule considerations are roughly comparable to technical considerationsFourth, I cannot tell you how many times I’ve seen good technologies fail to secure a commercial market.  Sometimes, it’s just a matter of timing; readying the technology too soon or too late.   Other times, commercial markets can simply be fickle or cruel.  Marketing is not always as easy/fast as answering a knock at your door.  [E.g., nylon, synthetic rubber, synthetic leather, coal prep as  low-cost first step for SO2 control, PFBC.] Lastly, electrification is the great enabler of modern civilization, having been hailed as the greatest engineering achievement of the 20th century by the National Academy of Engineering – ahead of the automobile, the airplane, radio & television, computers, space craft, health technologies, and nuclear technologies.  Affordable electricity from coal is not mutually exclusive with environmental protection.  We can assure both, with technology.



Technological Carbon Management Options 
Pathways for Reducing GHGs -CO2 

Improve 
Efficiency 

Sequester 
Carbon 

• Renewables 
• Nuclear 
• Fuel Switching 

• Demand Side 
• Supply Side 

• Enhance Natural Sinks  
• Capture & Store 

Reduce Carbon 
Intensity 

All options needed to: 
• Affordably meet energy 

demand 
• Address environmental       

objectives 
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Presentation Notes
Most observers expect global energy consumption to increase significantly in the 21st century.  So, how can we offset additional CO2 emissions that might result from increased energy consumption?  Basically, we’ve got three ways to manage our carbon footprint.First, we can utilize energy sources that are less carbon-intensive than coal – like renewables, nuclear, & natural gas.  Second, we can increase energy efficiency & energy conservation.  Third, we can sequester carbon that’s produced from using fossil fuels like coal.Frankly, we’re going to have to pursue all three of these pathways in order to stabilize global CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.   But let me focus on carbon sequestration today, since that is my area of expertise.



Key Challenges to Carbon Capture and Storage 

• Capture Technology 
– Existing Plants 
– New Plants 
– PCC, IGCC, Oxy-comb., 

Chemical looping, etc. 
 

• Cost of CCS  
 

• Sufficient Storage Capacity  
 

• Permanence  
 

• Best Practices 
– Storage Site Characterization 
– Monitoring/Verification 
– Site Closure 
– Etc., etc. 

 
 

• Regulatory Framework 
– Permitting 
– Treatment of CO2 

 
• Infrastructure 

 
• Human Capital 

 
• Legal Framework 

– Liability 
– Ownership  

• pore space 
• CO2 

 
• Public Acceptance  
       (NIMBY  NUMBY) 

 

Technical Issues Legal/Social Issues 

Projects helping to address both 
categories of issues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In college, I was at first afraid to study environmental chemistry; mindful that environmental concerns could harm the industry upon which society depends, as well as my chance of finding a good job in industry.  Well, I did study environmental chemistry, and the earth sciences against the wishes of some of my college advisors.  And I worked for a small but successful business before coming to NETL.  At NETL, I became a project manager and was honored to work on many of the success stories that I’ve already described.  Working on environmental technology solutions has been very fulfilling.  Looking back…what strikes me is that, instead of harming industry, pollution control has evolved into a large and vibrant industry sector of its own.We propose to utilize technology to mitigate CO2 emissions and climate change, much as technology mitigated the acid rain precursors SO2 & NOx in the 1980s & 1990s.  To be sure, there are many challenges to commercializing CO2 capture & geologic storage; many reasons why it might not happen.  A good number of them are listed on this slide.  But, when you work on a problem such as climate change, you must believe and focus on its successful resolution, and not dwell only on the challenges or difficulties.  Our major demonstration projects, as well as our research & development programs, are aimed at addressing and resolving these issues.  We have developed a logical, well thought out approach to developing and demonstrating CCS technologies.



CCS Is Expensive (…but RD&D can reduce costs) 
• 45–70% increase in cost of electricity 
• 35–110% increase in capital cost 
• 15-21% decrease in plant output per lb of coal feed 

Source: Cost and Performance Baseline for Fossil Energy Power Plants study, Volume 1: 
Bituminous Coal and Natural Gas to Electricity – Rev3 Draft 
 
Notes: 
- Reference non-capture plants are Supercritical PC for coal cases and NGCC for natural gas cases.   
- Above values exclude CO2 transport and storage costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the major barriers associated with the adoption of CO2 capture and sequestration technologies is the parasitic load and cost associated with the capture & compression of CO2 from power plants.  CCS is estimated to add 45% to 70% to the cost of electricity with a cost of CO2 capture of $60-$70 per tonne.  With applied R&D, the cost of CO2 capture is targeted to be reduced to $40/tonne.  [Note: These are draft ‘nth plant’ costs.][IGCC increase in COE relative to a non-capture IGCC is 33%, compared to the 64% shown above when compared to a non-capture supercritical PC plant.  Adding capture and compression to an IGCC is less of a penalty than in a PC plant, but an IGCC must also overcome its higher non-capture plant costs.]



Program/Project Technology  CO2, tpy Cost/DOE Share Status/Start-Up 
 
Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI) Demonstrations 
Kemper County IGCC, 67% CO2 Cap. 3 million $2.01B/$270M (10%) Construction/2014 
Summit Texas IGCC/Poly, 90%  “ 2.2   “ $1.73B/$450M (26%) Proj. Financing/2017 
H2 Energy California IGCC/Poly, 90%  “ 2.6   “ $4B/$408M (10%) Proj. Financing/2019 
NRG Parish  Post-Comb., 90% “ 1.4   “ $775M/$167M (22%) Proj. Financing/2016 
 
Industrial Carbon Capture & Sequestration (ICCS) Demonstrations 
Archer Daniels Midland EtOH, 90% CO2 Cap. 0.9 million $208M/$141M (68%) Construction/2014 
Air Products Port Arthur SMR, 90%     “ 0.9   “ $431M/$284M (66%) Operations/2013 
Leucadia Lake Charles MeOH, 90%  “ 4.5   “ $436M/$261M (60%) FEED/2015 
 
FutureGen 2.0 
Oxy-Fuel/CO2 Capture Oxy-Comb., 90% Cap. 1 million $1.2B/$590M (49%) FEED/2017 
CO2 Pipeline & Storage Geol. Storage (saline)      --- $572M/$459M (80%)      --- 
 
   Total  8 Projects  Various $11.4B/$3B (26%) Start-Ups 2013-2018 

List of Active DOE/Fossil Energy Major Projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of active DOE Fossil Energy major projects being supported by DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy.  This slide provides some basic technology & cost information, and expected start-up dates.



Major CCS Demonstration Projects 
Project Locations & Cost Share 

 CCPI 
ICCS Area 1   
FutureGen 2.0 

Southern Company 
Kemper County IGCC Project 

Transport Gasifier w/ Carbon Capture 
~$2.01B – Total, $270M – -DOE 
EOR – ~3.0 MM TPY 2014 start 

NRG 
W.A. Parish Generating Station 

Post Combustion CO2 Capture 
$775 M – Total 
$167M – DOE 

EOR –  ~1.4 MM TPY 2016 start 

Summit TX Clean Energy 
Commercial Demo of Advanced 

IGCC w/ Full Carbon Capture 
~$1.73B – Total, $450M – DOE 
EOR – ~2.2 MMTPY 2017 start 

HECA 
Commercial Demo of Advanced 

IGCC w/ Full Carbon Capture 
~$4B – Total, $408M – DOE 

EOR –  ~2.6 MM TPY 2019 start 

Leucadia Energy 
CO2 Capture from Methanol Plant 

EOR in Eastern TX Oilfields  
$436M - Total, $261M – DOE 

EOR – ~4.5 MM TPY 2017 start 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
CO2 Capture from Steam Methane Reformers 

EOR in Eastern TX Oilfields 
$431M – Total, $284M – DOE 

EOR –  ~0.93 MM TPY 2012 start 

FutureGen  2.0 
Large-scale Testing of Oxy-Combustion w/ CO2 Capture 

and Sequestration in Saline Formation 
Project: ~$1.78B – Total; ~$1.0B –  DOE 

SALINE – 1 MM TPY 2017 start 

Archer Daniels Midland 
CO2 Capture from Ethanol Plant 
CO2 Stored in Saline Reservoir 
$208M – Total, $141M – DOE 

SALINE – ~0.9 MM TPY 2014 start 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows the current DOE portfolio of eight major demonstrations, which are all focused on CCS.  Together, they carry a Total Estimated Cost of ~$12 billion, with DOE’s cost share being ~$3B or 25%.One of these major demonstrations (Air Products) is already in operation.  Two more (ADM & Southern Company) are under construction.  We’re trying hard to bring all of the remaining five projects to fruition, though experience would suggest that only one or two more may make it.My colleague Gary Stiegel gave a technical presentation on Monday, summarizing these eight major projects.  Other technicalpresentations have touched upon the Summit Texas Clean Energy, Southern Company, and FutureGen demonstration projects.  To conserve time and avoid duplication, I won’t describe these projects individually, though I would like to highlight a few important points.  [Post-combustion capture, IGCC/polygeneration, oxycombustion, EOR.]



Enhanced Oil Recovery – Beneficial Use of CO2 

• EOR increasing its role in domestic  
oil production 
– EOR: 650,000 bbls/day 
 → 13% of domestic production 
– CO2-EOR: 237,000 bbls/day 
 & growing   
– 90 billion barrels of light oil       

can yet be recovered in the       
U.S. using EOR 

• Reduces cost of CCS 
• Lowers carbon footprint of 

transportation sector 
– Oil produced with “next 

generation” CO2-EOR may be  
well-better than carbon neutral 

• Increases energy security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the near-term, Enhanced Oil Recovery, or EOR, is likely to dominate large projects for the geologic storage of CO2, because EOR economics can be quite compelling.Figure that a ton of CO2 typically sells for $30, and that each ton of CO2 can yield more than 3 barrels of oil.  At a recent oil price of $105/bbl, that’s over $300 worth of oil from 1 ton of CO2.  Even if 1 ton of CO2 can only recover 2 additional barrels of oil in some areas, or even just 1 additional barrel of oil, then we still have a tremendous opportunity to address & balance concerns over environmental protection, energy supply, and economics.In the United States alone, EOR represents a $10-$12 trillion business opportunity, spread over (perhaps) a 50-year time frame.Of course, EOR capacity is finite.  [90B bbls ~ 30-45B tons CO2 → 15 to 20 years of U.S. coal-fueled power plant emissions.]  So, EOR will need to be supplemented w/ sequestration in saline, and possibly other types of, geologic formations.



Strategic Center for Coal 
Critical R&D Challenges to Near-Zero Emissions from Coal 

Advanced Coal  
Power and multiple products  
Improve reliability 
Maximize efficiencies 
Near-zero criteria pollutants 
Near-zero water usage 
Near-zero greenhouse gases 
 

Pulverized Coal 
Power generation 
Improve efficiencies 
Minimize criteria pollutants 
Minimize water usage 
Minimize greenhouse gases 

Future Plants Near-Term Plants 

2005 – 2020 2020 – 2050 

Technology Bridge to Near-Zero Emissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research, development, demonstration and deployment comprise a sort of continuum.  When you couple the very large size of coal-fueled power plants with the conservative nature of the electric power industry, it becomes little wonder that taking a technical idea from germination to wide-scale commercial deployment often spans a time frame of 15 to 20, even 30, years.Under-estimating that time scale is one of the main mistakes people make when evaluating technologies in the R&D pipeline.Another common mistake is failing to recognize that performance almost always declines or degrades as a technology is scaled-up from a well-controlled bench-scale laboratory environment to a commercial operations setting.   [DSI ~70+% Bench-scale >>> 55% commercial guarantee.]A third common mistake is to assume that the baseline technology that you’re competing against will remain stagnant; they rarely do, and failing to consider the advancement of the technology you’re competing with can mean the difference between commercial success and failure.  [Scrubber costs declined by ~42% between 1980-1995, wiping out whole technology classes, such as combined SOx/NOx removal, DSI, etc.]



Background – Learning Curves 

• Developed by Wright in 1936 
after observing labor time 
reductions to assemble 
airplanes. 

 
• In 1998 Mackay & Probert 

showed that a similar rule could 
be applied to capital cost 
reductions in renewable 
energy. 
 

• Models including NEMS rely on 
this curve to predict future 
capital costs. 

Source:  “Learning and Cost Reductions for Generating Technologies in the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS)” E.Gumerman and C.Marnay. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. University of 

     

Sample Learning Curve Function 

a = Cost of first unit 
x = Number of units produced 
b = Learning rate exponent 
1 - 2-b = Learning Rate, reduction in capital 

cost for doubling of capacity 

Y = axb  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m often asked how we expect to lower CCS costs in the future.  Well, simply talking about CCS probably isn’t going to lower the costs very much.  We must learn by doing.  Here is some basic information about learning curves.Learning curves were originally used in manufacturing settings to account for “learning” by line workers.  Workers could assemble planes quicker over time and thus costs were driven down.  This concept was later applied to capital projects and is relied on in many models to predict reductions in costs for energy capital projects.  The curve takes the shape of the graph above, and it makes sense intuitively that the first item produced is very expensive and there is a steep learning curve in the beginning.  As time goes on, however, learning bottoms out and there is little opportunity to further reduce costs.In my professional judgment, we are still very much in the early phase of the ‘learning curve’ for CCS.  So, there is still room for improvement.[E.g., improved compression methods, pressurized oxy-combustion, chemical looping.] 



Large Variation in Learning Curves for 
Energy Technologies 

Technology 
Region 

of Study 
Time Period 

of Study 
Estimated 

Learning Rate Reference 

Coal Power Plants USA 1960 – 1980 1.0% – 6.4% Joskow & Rose (1985) 

Coal for Electric 
Utilities USA 1948 – 1969 25% Fisher (1974) 

Crude Oil at the Well USA 1869 – 1971  5% Fisher (1974)  

Solar PV Modules World 1976 – 1992  18% IEA (2000) 

Wind Power USA 1985 - 1994 32% IEA (2000) 

Wind Power  EU 1980 – 1995  18% IEA (2000) 

Data Source: McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the large variation in learning rates historically for various energy-related activities, ranging from 4% to 32%.  It is difficult to apply learning curves to future projects because learning rates can vary so greatly.  Learning curves are best examined in retrospect, and caution should be used when applying them to first-of-a-kind work.



• Experience depreciation 
• Short-term pricing behavior 
• Differences in performance measures 
• Definitional differences 
• Varying intensities of Research & Development (R&D) 
• Economies of scale 
• Cost variability for factors such as land costs, wages & 

interest payments 
 
Source: “Learning Rates for Energy Technologies” by Alan McDonald & Leo Schrattenholzer, Energy Policy 29, 255-261 (2000). 

Explanations for Learning Curve Variability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Literature points to the above reasons as explanations for the variability in learning curve rates.  Since it is almost impossible to separate out learning-by-doing (think of a line worker getting faster or better at assembling something) vs. R&D, these items are often rolled into one.  Some models have attempted to separate the two but, it has proven a difficult task.  From the previous slide, note the difference in the PV learning rate of 35% vs. the supercritical coal learning rate of 4%.  The differences in these learning rates could be explained by R&D.



SO2 & NOx Control Learning Curves 

 

Yeh, S., Rubin, E.S., Hounshell, D.A., and Taylor, M.R. (2009) Uncertainties in Technology Experience Curves, for Integrated 
Assessment Models,  Environmental Sci. and Technol. 43 (18), 6907-14. 

Non-linear learning curves are prevalent in power plant 
emission control technologies. 
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Presentation Notes
This graph shows real world costs for SCR and FGD.  If the learning curve equation from Slide 16 applied directly, we would expect these to be a straight line since they are on a log scale.  Note, however, that they are not linear.  Thus the first few installations did not reduce in cost as expected.  [Some observers note that costs may even increase for the first few units, as we begin to realize what we don’t yet know.]  This could be because of simultaneous installations, demand for materials as many plants were retrofitted, etc.  The point is, it is extremely difficult to just take a learning curve and apply it to a price forecast.Nevertheless, experience with FGD and SCR technologies reduced their costs on the order of 40% to 45%.  We anticipate that for CO2 capture & geologic storage, with robust R&D, we can reduce nth plant costs by 30% or more.  Now the point in all of this is not to make a 30% cost reduction target a line-in-the-sand or a magic number, because any cost reduction, even just 1%, is important given the breadth and scope of electric power generation in modern society, as well as the inherent value of environmental protection.  



2010 2020 2030

Science, ARPA-E, and Fossil Energy Advanced Concepts

Available 
for Deployment

1st Generation Technologies

2nd Generation Technologies

Available 
for Deployment

Available 
for Deployment

ITM, WGC, H2 Membrane Separation, 2,650 F TIT HT Turbine  

IGCC and Combustion with CCS,CCUS, Co-production

Technology R&D/Large-Scale Tests

Technology R&D Demonstrations

Demonstrations

Transformational Technologies

Demonstrations

Pressure Gain Combustion, Direct Energy Conversion, Supercritical CO2 , IGFC, Chemical Looping 

Technology R&D/Large-Scale Tests

2040 2050
Historic 
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We’re going to build and run some major demonstrations, learn everything from them that we can, and then improve upon things the next time around when we incorporate new and improved systems emerging from the R&D pipeline.  That’s what we did with SO2 scrubbers, low-NOx burners, and selective catalytic reduction systems.  And that’s what we’re going to do with CO2 capture & geologic sequestration.Here’s the DOE Clean Coal Research Program technology development timeline.  Note that we expect CO2 capture and geologic storage technologies to advance in three waves or generations.  These are referred to as 1st generation technologies, 2nd generation technologies, and transformational technologies.  Also note that most/all technologies will need to progress to & through the major demonstration stage, before becoming commercially viable.And since climate change is a global matter, we can’t really do this alone.  North & South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa – we’re all going to have to pitch-in and participate in meaningful ways.



• Pulverized Coal Combustion 
– Tightened emissions controls (e.g., HG) 
– Post-combustion CO2 capture 
– ↑ Temperature, ↑ Pressure (e.g., USC) 
– Oxy-combustion 

• Fluidized Bed Combustion 
– Oxy-CFB combustion 
– Post-combustion CO2 capture 
– Pressurized CFB (possibly oxy-PFBC) 

• IGCC 
– ↓ Cost, ↑ Efficiency (e.g., larger combustion turbines) 
– Higher-H2 syngas, with water-gas shift to enable CCS 
– Polygeneration of electricity, CO2 and…fertilizers, chemicals and/or fuels 
– Natural gas back-up, low-rank coals, advanced gasifier designs 
– H2 separation membranes, low cost O2 supply, warm-gas cleanup 

Some Next Steps for Coal-Based Power 
Generation Platform Technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IGCC has gained a reputation as the cleanest clean coal technology.  That may or may not be true.  Instead of picking winners and losers, DOE recommends a portfolio approach to clean coal technologies.  A diversified technology portfolio can mitigate the risks posed to new energy production technologies.To me, the future consists not of IGCC or Ultra-SuperCritical PC or oxy-CFB units but, rather, all of them, so that we can make full use of their relative advantages and strengths.  Here are some next steps, in my professional estimation, for PC combustion, fluidized bed combustion, and IGCC based power generation.*****RTI/TECO 50 MWe demonstration of warm gas cleanupPWR testing of 400 tpd feed pump at UNDEERCPWR 18 tpd operation at GTIAPCI construction of 100 tpd ITM O2 unitThe advanced technologies listed above have been shown to result in COE from IGCC/CCUS that is lower than that from a non-capture plant with today’s technologies. 

http://www.netl.doe.gov/coalpower/gasification/pubs/images/04540211.jpg


• Be passionate about job & career, but also be kind to the people you work with… 
• Be patient and polite, yet persistent… 
• Be frank and open… 
• Are there really two sides to every issue? 

– Complex issues can have more than two ‘sides’ to consider 
• Dig deep! 

– Scratch well beneath the surface, to see/understand better 
• Do the math! 
• Look beyond the % signs… 

– Seek to understand absolute number stats, as well as percentages 
• Develop good people skills… 

– Especially, good listening skills 
• Read… 

– And, strive to become a better writer in the process 
• Imagine.  Dream.  Explore.  Discover.  Create. 
• Make today a good one! 

 

Some Additional Lessons Learned 
incl. the ‘soft side’ of project management 
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Presentation Notes
If time permits, here are some additional pointers, esp. for the younger people in the audience who are still in the early stages of their careers.Be kind to the people you work with.  You might not see them again.  [As a supervisor, I’ve lost six direct-report employees – three in a plane crash and three to cancer.]Be patient.  In research, things rarely happen as fast as we want them to.  But also be politely persistent.  Don’t give up, and don’t tune-out.Try to consider all of the facets of an issue, not just one or two.Even if you are a generalist like me, dig deep and scratch beneath the surface to understand.Do the math!  Once I made a mistake in one of my presentations, placing the decimal point one place too far to the left.  After realizing my mistake, I left it in my next several presentations, to see whether anyone would notice.  Nobody did, or maybe they were just too polite to say so.  Don’t be lazy in accepting whatever is presented to you.  Do the math!Look beyond percent signs, especially with energy statistics.  Percentages can obscure whether a market is growing or shrinking.  Calculate what the percentages mean, in terms of absolute numbers, using common/similar units.  Try to understand the data behind simple percentages.Develop good people skills, all the way around.  And if you can only focus on sharpening a single skill set, then focus on developing good listening skills.Read.  [Mr. Galiffa’s advice.]  As a supervisor, I am sometimes frustrated by very good scientists & engineers who are not very good writers, and must invest time proofreading, editing, revising and rewriting.  Do your boss, and yourself, a favor.  Work to improve your writing skills.Imagine.  Dream.  Explore.  Discover.  Create.Don’t be afraid to make mistakes but, rather, embrace them and learn from them.  I’ve learned many more lessons from my mistakes, than from my successes.  That’s probably true for most.Make today a good one, because it really does depend on you!



Tom Sarkus 
412-386-5981 

thomas.sarkus@netl.doe.gov 

For More Information 

Office of Fossil Energy 
www.fe.doe.gov 

NETL 
www.netl.doe.gov @NETL_News 

National Energy Technology Laboratory 
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That concludes my talk today.  Here is my contact information, along with the website addresses for both NETL and DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy.Thank you, for your kind attention!
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